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1. Introduction 
In the tectonic history of the main part (Honshu arc) of the Japanese islands 
four major stages of development are recognized. In a previous paper 1 called 
them as follows (ICHIKAWA， 1958a) : 
Archaeotectonic era (pre-Silurian)， 
Palaeotectonic era (Silurian..，Early Mesozoic)， 
Mesotectonic era (mainly Mesozoic and Palaeogene)， and 
Neotectonic era (Neogene). 
Each tectonic era is characterized by a specific series of sedimentary history and 
tectogenesis involving igneous activities and by a characteristic arrangement of 
tectonic provinces of its own. 
Our knowledge about the Archaeotectonic era is supplied by some pre-Silurian 
rocks such as the Terano metamorphic complex (IcInKAWA， ISHII， NAKAGAWA， SUYA-
RI & YAMASHITA， 1956) and the equivalents found within the Kurosegawa tectonic 
zone of the Chichibu Belt in the outer side of Southwest Japan. They consist 
of high-grade metamorphic rocks such as garnet-amphibolites， garnet-bearing bio-
tite-gneisses， epidote-amphibolites etc.， which suffered from retrogressive metamor-
phism (See MIYAJI， TOMITA & NODA， 1963 for more recent contributions). High-
grade metamorphic rocks of possibly pre-Silurian age are found also in some 
other districts in the ]apanese islands. The Komori metamorphic complex in 
the Maizuru Belt of the inner side is an example (KANO， NAKAZAWA， IGI & SHIKI， 
1959). It can be said that the pre-Silurian or probably Precambrian complex 
was prevalent under the main geosynclinal complex of the Palaeotectonic era. It 
is not likely that the Palaeozoic geosyncline was brought to birth directly on the 
crust of the oceanic type. This geosyncline is known as the Honshu geosyncline 
or the Chichibu geosyncline. 
Probably there were several successive stages of the geosynclinal development 
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during the Palaeotectonic era， accompanied by tectogenenetic process. Although 
it is beyond the scope of the present paper to discuss about the process， itis 
evident that the Palaeozoic geosyncline underwent a series of tectogenesis(1) in 
the later stages of the era， especially during the Late Permian and the Early 
Mesozoic. This is known as the Honshu orogeny or the Akiyoshi orogeny. (2) 
As a result， new geosynclinal belts were developed on the outer side in the Meso-
tectonic era. 1n Southwest Japan this new geosyncline is generally called the 
Shimanto geosyncline， while the region， which suffered the tectogenesis and 
became， as a whole， no more geosynclinal， iscalled the Honshu Major Belt. 
1n this paper some aspects of the Honshu Major Belt in the Mesotectonic era， 
especially in the Early Mesozoic， are considered. 1n Southwest Japan the Neo-
tectonic deformation was not so co'nspicuous as in the inner side of Northeast 
]apan. Therefore， the aspect of the pre-Neogene basement is better preserved 
in Southwest Japan.ωThe change in the tectonic status from the foregoing 
geosynclinal condition was critically reviewed for each geologic province. Par-
ticularly， the status of the Chichibu Belt， which is the southern segment of the 
Honshu Major Belt， is discussed， because the significance of the Permian-Early 
Mesozoic diastrophism in this Belt has been variously interpreted among workers. 
The situation of the Sambagawa Belt was also discussed. 1t is emphasized that 
a series of Late Mesozoic diastrophism in the Honshu Major Belt was not pre-
ceded by a eugeosynclinal condition of the same site and that the Mesotectonic 
development in the Honshu Major B'elt is not a mere repetition of the Palaeo-
tectonic cycle. 1t represents an interesting example of the tectogenetic process 
of the polyorogenic mobile belt， after the major tectogenetic process of a eugeo・
synclinal development. 
2. Geotectonic rnajor division of the Japanese islands in the Mesotectonic 
era Honshu Major Belt and the outer geosynclinal belts 
The Honshu Major Belt，ωoccupying the main part of the Honshu， Shikoku and 
(1) Tbe ，expression，色ectogenes，is，is used in a wide scope， sDmetimes involviu，g the associated 
magmatism and the regional metamorphism. 
(2) Opinions are diversed '3S to the space-and time-extent of the tectogenesis， here concerned， 
involving the problem about the age of the metamorphism and the plutonism. This diversity 
caused a non-conformity in the current nomenclature of the tectogenesis. In my opinion 
the problem of nomenclature should not be simply ruled out by the law of priority in this 
case. Here， it is not intended to adopt any particular nomenclature and the non-nominative 
expression， such as the palaeotectonic ... ， is used. 
(3) Concerning the pre-Neogene history， Southwest Japan and Northeast Japan are applied to 
the regions which are at present separated from each other by the Kanto (=Kwanto) tecto・
nic line (KOBAYASHI & OTSUKA， 1938) (K in Figs. 1， 2)， which is presumed to run， roughly 
speaking， along the river Tone in Middle Kanto. Although its aspect cannot beすracedat 
present due to the Neogene cov，er， itappears to be a remarkable strike-slip fault. 
(4) This name was llsed in some previous occasions (ICH1lKAWA， 1961b， 1962). In space..extent 
it corresponds approximately to the Honshu-ku (Honshu Province) of YAMASHITA (1960)， 
althought the Outer Kitakami Belt is excluded， whi1e the Hida Belt is included in the Hon-
shu Ma伊rBelt， with respect to the Mesotectonic major division. The Honshu-ku， as origi-
nally proposed by GORAI (1955)， involved the Shimanto and the Outer Kitakami Belt， beside 
the main region， here referred to as the Honshu Major Belt. The difference in the treat-
ment is， however， not fundamental. 
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Kyushu islands， represents the major unit which su妊eredfrom the Late Permian-
Early Mesozoic tectogenesis and became， as a whole， no more geosynclinal in the 
Mesotectonic stage. 1t can be col1ectively regarded as a major geologic province 
throughout the Mesozoic and the Palaeogene. 1n the present state of distribu-
tion， itis about 300 km wide and more than 1600 km long， namely， itis nearly of 
the same dimension as the Alpine mobile belt from， Northwest Carpathians， 
through Vienna and Genf， to the Maritime Alps. 
On the outside of this major belt， there were eugeosynclinal belts at certain 
times of the Mesozoic. They are represented by the Shimanto Major Belt in 
Southwest Japan and by the Outer Kitakami Belt and the Hidaka Major Belt in 
Northeast J apan (Fig. 1). Among them the former two are rather closely asso・
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Fig. 1. Major geologic provinces in the Mesozoic of Japan. 
CH: Chishima Major Belt; HD; Hidaka Major Belt; 
OK: Outer Kitakami Belt; SH: Shimanto M'ajor Belt. 
ciated with the Honshu Major Belt in a broad geotectonic scope of the older 
Honshu arc， while the last one， namely， the Hidaka Major Belt appears to have 
formed a distinct arc other than the Honshu arc， as will be explained below. 
Before going over the Honshu Major Belt， the Mesotectonic outline of the 
outer geosynclinal belts will be briefty given here for the sake of cOlnparison. 
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Shi.manto Major Belt: The Shimanto Major Belt in Southwest Japan is at 
present separated from the Honshu Major Belt by the Butsuzo・Itogawatectonic 
line， which is an important thrust dipping toward the inner side. The marine， 
eugeosynclinal condition took place at least in the Late Jurassic and Cretaceous 
and perhaps also in the Early Mesozoic. The total thickness of the Mesozoic 
sequence exceeds 10，000 km (HASIDMOTO， 1962). Late Cretaceous sequences in 
several districts， for instance， the Nanyo group in the Uwajima district， which 
continues conformably from七heunderlying sequence， are fairly fossiliferous and 
include conglomeratic facies with derivatives from some metamorphic terrain. 
This and other resembling facts suggest a presence of a certain extent of tec-
tonic mobility in the Late Cretaceous， but an undoubted unconformity has not 
been discovered within the Mesozoic sequence of this Belt. The marine， 
Palaeogene sequence is likewise very thick， but appears to lack any significant 
submarine volcanism except for a certain horizon. The facies of the Palaeo-
gene， including the Lower Miocene， is somewhat di任erentfrom that of the 
Mesozoic， suggesting some change of sedimentary environment from the typically 
geosynclinal into the Flysch-type facies. A series of tectogenesis was pronoun-
ced toward the end of the Palaeogene and especially in the Early Miocene 
through which the strongly folded structure of this Belt was completed. The 
Middle Miocene and later formations cover the older sequence with a marked 
clino-unconformity. Subsequently， the Miocene acidic igneous activity took 
place. Low-grade crystalline schists are found here and there within the 
Mesozoic areas. Thus the tectogenesis during the later stages of the Mesotec-
tonic era is represented to a considerable degree in the Shimanto Major Belt 
(For details see HASHIMOTO， 1962; KATTO， 19，61a etc.). 
Outer Kitakami Belt: The Outer Kitakami Belt in Northeast Japan has 
been only recently discriminated. KANO (1958) separated the region for the first 
time from the Kitakami Belt proper as the marginal zone of the Kitakami moun-
tainland. A significant fault of N-S to NNW -SSE trend between the Neocomian 
and older complex of the Ou.ter Kitakami Belt， on the one hand， and the Per-
mian of the Northern Kitakami Belt， on the other hand， has been reported from 
the west of Omoto to the west of Noda in Iwate Prefecture (ONUKI， HASE & 
SUZUKI 1960; SHIMAZU & TERAOKA， 1962). 1t may reflect the boundary between 
the Outer Kitakami Belt and the Honshu Major Belt. It was present before 
the intrusion of the Tanohata and the Miyako granites of pre-Aptian age， which 
appear to have been emplaced， broadly speaking， parallel to or in harmony 
with this tectonic line. The northern and the southern extension of this tec-
tonic line is obscure at present mainly because of the intrusion of these grani-
tes and of the cover of Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic sedimenfs. The eugeo・
synclinal complex in this Belt， called the Rikuchu group in the Omoto-Tanohata 
district in Iwate Prefecture， is assigned to the Neocomian (ONUKI， HASE & 
SUZUKI， 1960)， while the similar complex i，n Cape Shiriya district at the north-
eastern corner of the Honshu island may include Late Jurassic part， since Stro-
matoρorellina (Parastromatolうora)crassえがbra，which has been found from the 
Late Jurassic Torinosu group， was recently reported from the group (MURATl¥， 
1962; ONUKI， 1959). After the folding and the granitic intrusion in the pre-
Aptian time， the Outer Kitakami Belt became a stable land together with the 
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Kitakami Belt. The locally overlapping Aptian (Miyako group) and later 
sediments are only gently inclined and are practically free from any significant 
folding. The post-Neocomian history of the Outer Kitakami Belt is therefore 
much di妊erentfrom that of the Shimanto Major Belt. In this regard it cannot 
be simply regarded as the northern extension of the Shimanto Major Belt， 
although the two Belts represent， in a broad sense， the eugeosynclinal belts of 
the Mesotectonic era ia North and羽TestJapan， respectively. 
In Southwest Hokkaido there is developed some very thick geosynclinal 
complex under the Neogene cover. Very recently， fusulinids vvere found i，n a 
breccia limestone of the complex in the southwestern part of Southwest Hokkaido 
(MINATO & KONOYA， 1963). If they are not derived fossils， this western part 
may correspond to the northern extension of the Kitakami Belt of the Honshu 
MaJor Belt. In the axial zone of Southwest Hokkaido， on the other hand， 
Mesozoic fossi1s have recently been discovered from a few districts (HASHIMOTO 
& IGo， 1961， 1962; MINATO & YAMAMOTO， 1961). Thus it became very probable 
that the greater part of the older complex of Southwest Hokkaido belongs to 
the Mesozoic geosyncline and that the region. corresponds to the northern exten-
sion of七heOuter Kitakami Belt. Thus the extent and the geotectonic signi-
ficance of the Outer Kitakami Belt became quite remarkable in these several years. 
Hidaka Major Belt: The relationship between the Outer Kitakami Belt and 
the Hidaka Major Belt， occupying the Central Hokkaido， is not yet adequately 
known. ONUKI (1962)， who also separated the segment， here called the Outer 
Kitakami Belt， from the Permian geosyncline of the Honshu Major Belt， united 
the region of the Outer Kitakarni Belt and the Hidaka Maj.or Belt together and 
cal1ed the area as the J urassic geosyncline. However， the J urassic-Neocomian 
eugeosynclinal facies in the latter Belt is succeeded， with some significant traces 
of diastrophism， by the Yezo geosyncline of the Aptian-Maastrichtian age， 
which was furthermore tectonical1y complicated during the Cenozoic， whereas 
the form，er Belt turned into the upheaval area for the most part in the Aptian 
after the strong folding and the granitic intrusion. Thus the tectonic history 
of the two Bel ts is q ui te di妊erentfrom each other concerning the post-Neo-
comian time. From several reasons， 1 am inclined to regard that they belong 
to mutually di妊erentgeosynclinal belts. Incidental1y occurrence of a fossi1 
coral， which is said to remind one of a certain genus of the Palaeozoic Rugosa， 
was reported from an older complex in the eastern part of Southwest Hokkaido 
(HASHIMOTO & SHIMADA， 1960). Furthermore， a find of fusu日nids-bearing 
limestone-pebbles within the Kumaneshiri complex of the Kabato mountainland， 
(HASHIMOTO et al， 1960)， which is located just between the Outer Kitakami Belt 
and Hidaka Major Belt， should also be taken into consideration. Thus， the Hidaka 
Major Belt appears to belong to a distinct arc， which is separated from the Outer 
Kitakami Belt， which in turn is more closely related to the Honshu Major Belt. 
3. Early Mesozoic Geologic Provinces within the Honshu 
Major Belt (Southwest Japan)， with special reference 
to the Permian-Triassic tectogenesis 
Several belts or geologic provinces can be recognized within the Honshu 
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Major Bel t (Fig. 2). The arrangenmen批t0ぱfthe Early Mesozoic geωologic provin-
ces is much control1ed by the provincial mode of the Pe釘Ir.Imn1i均an
sis and the resultant s討ta抗tuωs0ぱfthe basement. 
Concerning Southwest Japan， they are conveniently grouped into the fol1owing 
three parts: 
Inner side: Oki， Chiigoku， Maizuru， Hida and Mino-Tamba Belts 
。
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Fig. 2. Subdivision of the Honshu Major Belt. 
Northeast Japan 
1. Kitakami Belt 2. Soma Belt 3. Abukuma B'elt 4. North Kanto 
Southwest Japan 
5. Chichibu Belt 6. Sambagawa Belt 7. Ryoke Belt 8. Mino-Tamba Belt 9. Hida 
Belt 10. Maizuru Belt 11. ChQgoku Belt 12. Oki Belt 
B: Butsuzo・Itogawatectonic line K: Kan.to tectonic line 
The inner side of Northeast Japan is left untouched， because it is largely covered 
by Neogene rocks. 
一一一
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Median zone: Ryoke and Sambagawa Beltsω 
Outer side: Chichibu Belt. 
In the following， the aspect of the Permian-Triassic tectogenesis will be 
reviewed with reference to these provinces. The Jurassic and Cretaceous develop-
ment of the sedimentary basins are diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 3 and will 
not be mentioned in detaiL 
Inner Side 
Oki Belt: - This belt is now for the most part hidden under the Japan Sea， 
except for the Oki islands， where it is composed of the Oki metamorphic complex 
and the granites， resembling those of the Hida Belt (OHTA， 1963). Customarily， 
the Oki Belt is regarded as the western elongation of the Hida Belt， but 1 sug-
gested previously (1958a， p. 7) that it may constitute a distinct belt which is ar-
ranged en echelon beside the Hida Belt. This does not necessari1y mean that the 
Chugoku Belt is extended northeastward under the Japan Sea to a considerable 
distance. The Mesozoic history of the Oki Belt is scarcely known. However， 
it should be taken into consideration that the gneissose and granitic material in 
the Upper Triassic Molasse facies (Mine group) of the Chugoku Belt is regarded 
to have been transported from the northwestern side (TOKUYAMA， 1958) beyond 
the Sangun crystalline schist zone of the inner side of the Chugoku Belt. It 
suggests that the granites and gneisses of the Oki Belt was at least in part erod-
ed out in the Late Triassic. Thus， the Oki Belt was most probahly a positive 
belt in the Early Mesozoic. 
Chugoku Belt: 一一-In the Upper Visean---Permian sequences of this helt， the 
limestone plateau facies and several types of dominantly clastic facies are recogniz-
ahle. The thickness of strata in the first facies is much smal1er than that of 
the remainings， where it may attain even 6， 000 m in some district (HASム1963). 
The large masses of Iimestone are often underlain by the so-cal1ed “Schalstein" 
which is represented by suhmarine tuffs and flows. It has been therefore sug-
gested by several authors (for instance， Y ABE， 1958) that the limestone plateau 
facies was built on submarine mounds of volcanic material， which kept a tendency 
of comparatively small subsidence within the generally strongly subsiding geosyn-
clinal trough. This is an example indicating that the facies differentiation of 
the Palaeozoic geosyncline in the Late Carboniferous and the Permian was consid-
erable. Local conglomeratic facies of the Middle and “Upper" Permian is also 
known (cf. KANMERA， 1953， 1961). 
The Lower half of the Triassic (Scythian-early Ladinian) appears to be not 
recorded in this bel t. 
The Upper Triassic Molasse facies of marine and non-marine intercalation 
(Mine group and Nariwa group) was accumulated in several localized basins. It 
covers the late Middle Permian and older formations， including the phyl1itic part 
of the crystal1ine schist group， usual1y referred to as the so-called Sangun meta-
morphic complex， with marked unconformity， although the original boundary is 
dislocated in many localities due chiefiy to the Late Mesozoic disturbance. The 
(1) The belt-names， Hida， Ryoke. Sambagawa etc. are used here with reference to the Meso-
zoic geologic provinces. 
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a.ge of the regional metamorphism is evidently earlier than the Late Triassic， pre-
sumably before the Early Triassic， when the interval required for the denuda-
tion of the phyllitic rocks on the surface is taken into consideration. Presence 
of pebbles of crystalline schist was recently reported from the phyllitic conglo-
merate， referred to the so-called Sangun metamorphic rocks in eastern Chugoku 
(HIGASHIMOTO， 1963). Furthermore， the K-A ages of about 297-337 mil1ion years 
were reported for the Kiyama crystalline schist group in Middle Kyushu (MILLER 
etc.， 1963)， which may belong either to the inner side or to the median zone of 
Southwest ]apan. These facts indicate a presence of the stil older regional 
metamorphism within the Honshu Major Belt. The pre-Permian tectonic history 
was therefore by no means simple also in Southwest ]apan 
The Molasse character of the Mine group was discussed in detail by TOKUYA-
MA (1962). The lithologic feature and the sedimentary facies of the Mine group 
are evidently quite di妊erentfrom those of the earlier geosynclinal facies. The 
Late Triassic Molasse facies of the Chugoku Belt differs， however， from the typi-
cal Molasse at the northern margin of the Alps in the following respects: (1) it
is of intermontane type， resting with marked unconformity on strongly deformed 
Permian strata and already uncovered metamorphic rocks， in contrast to the sub-
alpine Molasse facies， which was accumulated， without any strong stratigraphic 
hiatus， on the Eocene sequence (cf. ABERER， 1958; HAGN， 1960， pp. 165-167 ;TRUMPY， 
1960; SCHMIDT-THOME， 1962 etc.) at the marginal zone just to the north of the 
Helvetikum-Zone， where the marine Eocene is well developed.; (2) the sedimen-
tary basins were of much smaller scale and belong， geotectonical1y speaking， to 
the type of brachysyncline structure which is disharmonic to the previous struc-
ture， whereas the synclinal troughs of the subalpine gefaltete Molasse is trans-
versely elongated and its axis is harmonic with the main structure of the Alps. 
Troughs of the subalpine gefaltete Molasse are succeeded northward by a wide 
basin of the ungefaltete Molasse. Thus， the Late Triassic Molasse basins， here 
concerned， take a more distinctly post-orogenic feature than the subalpine Mo-
lasse of the Alps. 
In the Atsu basin among the three Triassic basins in the western part of the 
Chugoku Belt， the thick Atsu group is developed under the equivalent of the 
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of facies development in the Mesozoic of Southwest Japan. 
The breadth of each bar indicates schematicaly the relative extent of the sedimentary 
basin or trough. 
1. Geosynclinal troughs involving eugeosynclinal facies. 
2. Local but strongly subsiding marine inland basins. 
3. Local but strongly subsiding inland basins of marinp and non-marine intercalation. 
4. Marine limestone facies. 
5. Shallow sea of moderate (sometimes strong) subsidence. A brackish facies may 
also be included in a few columns. 
6. Shallow sea of relatively slight subsidence. Both coastal and embayment facies 
are represented. 
7. Limnic or terrestrial basins. 
8. Coal-bearing horizon. 
9. Basement rocks such as the Palaeozoics， granites and metamorphic rocks. 
10. Dacitic and rhyolitic volcanism. 
11. Andesitic volcanism. 
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Mine group without any significant hiatus.ωAlthough the base of the Atsu 
group is not exposed at present owing to the Late Mesozoic cover， the unconfor-
mity below the Mine group， which is ascertained in the other basins， suggests 
an analogous status below the Atsu group in this Atsu basin， though a tectonic 
unstability during the sedimentation of the Atsu group must be considered to some 
extent. The geologic structure of the Atsu group in the Atsu basin is much 
complicated. However， when it is compared with that of the surrounding Palaeo-
zoic formations， itcan be understood that the Atsu group is a product after 
the main deformation of the geosynclinal sediments and the metamorphism. 
TOKUYAMA (1961， 1962) regarded the Atsu group as eu-orogenic sediment， but the 
application of the term， eu-orogenic， in this case is， in my opinion， not adequate， 
because the main folding and the metamorphism prior to this“eu-orogenic" stage 
should be regarded as the more fundamental events of the Permian-Triassic tecto・
genesis. The tectonical1y unstable conditions during the thick sedimentation 
of the Atsu and the Mine groups reflect， therefore， later stages of a series of the 
permian-Triassic tectogenesis. The Akiyoshi phase of KOBAYASm (1935， 1941， 
1956 etc.) is based on the above-mentioned unconformity. The unconformity 
should be regarded as reflecting a series of the tectogenesis during the Late 
Permian and the Early half of the Triassic. 
Fragments of trachyandesites， besides granitic rocks， crystalline schists etc.， 
are found abundantly as psammitic(-psephitic) constituent of the middle and upper 
part of the Mine group. The provenance is in the more continental part of 
the inner side， probably in some part of the Oki Belt. The volcanic material 
possibly represents a Late Triassic volcanism in the subsequent stage of the 
Permian-Triassic tectogenesis. Whether the nature of the volcanism is compara-
ble with the andesitic activity in the Carno・NlorianMongugai group in the South-
ern Primθrsky district (cf. KORTH， 1959) of the southern Sikhote-Alin region is 
an interesting problem to be examined in future. 
The brachy-synclinal structure of the Upper Triassic strata appears to have 
been essentially constructed during the syn-or late-sedimentary stage before the 
Early ]urassic， seeing that the Lower ]urassic formed another synclinal basin in 
the neighbourhood， resting on the metamorphic rocks. The tendency of forming 
more or less localized basins of brachy-axial syncline， whicb chang'ed nature and 
location from time to time， is a salient feature of the inner side during the 
Mesotectonic era， especially in its early stage. In this respect， the status of 
(1) According to TOKUYAMA (1958， 1962)， the Atsu group is composed of the Zuiko， Kuma-
nokura and Enokawara formations， in ascending order. His Enokawara formation is， 
however， better regarded as equivalents of certain part of the Mine group in the Mine basin， 
judging from the lithologic feature and COFlstituents of sandstones， especiany the presence 
of andesitic material as the rock fragment. The underlying Kumanokura formation 
contains， besides several endemic species， Minetrigonia katayamai， Palaeoρharus oblongatus 
and Halobia subsedaka which are common also to the Mine group and other contempora-
neous formations of the Sakawan (=Carnian) age. Therefore， 1 am of the opinion that 
a part of his Kumanokura formation should also be referred to the Sakawan and that it 
may b~ a lateral equivalent of the lower part of the Mine group in the Mine basin. 
Thus， no significant stratigraphic hiatus is recognized between the equivalent of the Mine 
group and the Atsu group proper， involving the Zuiko limestone . 
• 
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the inner side was fair ly di妊erentfrom that of the post-orogenic basin of the 
Variscan belt in Middle Europe， where the Mesozoic basin was comparatively 
stable and persistent and was of a much larger scale， showing a uniform condition 
over an extensive area. 
The Late Mesozoic tectonic mobility and the associated magmatic activity 
were investigated by MATSUMOTO (1949， 1951， 1962)， HASf (1960)， MURAKAMI 
(1960)， YOSHIDA (1961)， MIURA (1963) etc. The violent igneous activity a妊ordsa 
more important di妊erencefrom the Mesozoic history of the Variscan belt. 
Maizuru Belt:一一-The Maizuru Belt ρroper is a narrow tectonic belt， border-
ing the Chugoku Belt from the恥1ino-TambaBelt. Toward the west， in Okaya-
ma Prefecture， constituent rocks of the Maizuru Belt appear to be distributed in 
more than one zone; in other words， the Maizuru Belt appears to branch 0妊 and
some elements plunge into the Chugoku Belt (MITSUNO， 1959， 1963). The Mino-
Tamba Belt tapers westward and appears to become insignificant. The exact 
location of the further western extension of the Maizuru Belt is obscure owing to 
the extensive distribution of Cretaceous igneous rocks. 1n any event， the Mai-
zuru Belt is neither cut by the Ryoke Belt diagonally nor does its branch plunge 
into the latter. 
The Maizuru Belt (cf. NAKAZAWA， 1958， 1961; SHIMIZU， 1962; KANO， NAl仁AZAWA，
1GI & SHIKI， 1959 etc.)， first proposed by MATSUSHITA (1949)， is characterized by 
zonal arrangement of the (Middle-) U pper Permian Maizuru group， the Scytho-
Anisian Yakuno group， the Upper Triassic and the Yakuno complex， including the 
pre-Triassic Yakuno intrusive rocks proper (metagabbros and metagranites) and 
the Komori metamorphic complex (amphibolites， gneisses etc.) of presumably 
Precambrian age. 
1n this belt the innergeosynclinal volcanism， as indicated by the lower forrrla-
tion (Middle Permian) of the Maizuru group， was quite violent. 1t is worthy of 
note that， in this formation， lavas and diabasic sheets are dominant in comparison 
with pyroclastics. 1t is suggested that this belt region represented， during the 
(Early-) Middle Permian geosynclinal stage， a submarine ridge-like geanticlinal 
zone， provided with deep-seated cracks， from which these basic volcanic material 
came up. 
1n the Late Permian， the basic volcanism ceased， while the strongly subsid-
ing， specialized marine trough (Maizuru group proper) was developed within the 
belt region. 1t represents a syntectonic sedimentation (SHIMIZU， 1962) with some 
Flysch-like or Wildflysch-like aspect， such as combination of the graded bedding 
facies accompanying graded graywackes， black slate facies and occassional appear-
ance of the innerformational conglomerates with pebbles and cobbles of granitic 
and metamorphic rocks， besides others. SHIMIZU (1962) clarified that the sedi-
mentary environment changed from the open sea condition to closed inland sea-
trough ending in a local development of peculiar coarse facies. A non-marine 
environment is， however， not represented at all. 1t marks a七erminalsediment 
of the geosynclinal sequence. 1t is covered clino-unconformably by the marine 
Triassic Miharaiyama group， which is located at the northwestern part of the 
Maizuru Belt. The exact age， within the Triassic， of this group has been debat-
ed， but it belongs to the Yakuno group (s. 1.) of the Scytho-Anisian age， accord-
ing to NAKAZAWA (1958， 1959 etc.) who made a detailed geological and palaeonto-
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logical survey of the group. After the Ladinian interval， the Carnian strata， 
locally containing coal-bearing beds， were accumulated. They are also incorpo-
rated into the characteristic zonal structure of the Belt， which was essentially 
completed before the sedimentation of the Nakaiso formation of the probably 
Norian age (NAKAZAWA， 1958). 
SHIKI (1959， 1961， 19(2)， who investigated sediment-petrographically the step-
wise change of the environrnent during the Late Permian and the Triassic in this 
belt， pointed out that rocks， resembling the lithology of the Yakuno complex， are 
important component of conglomerates and sandstones in this belt. Several 
rock bodies， referred to the so-called Yakuno intrusives， are intruded into the 
Upper Permian. However， the heterogeneous and protoclastic-cataclastic 
Yakuno intrusives may be regarded as representing reactivated basement rocks， 
according to KANO (1961) and others. The intrusion or the reactivation， accom-
panying the squeezing up of the Komori metamorphic rocks， may have occurred 
repeatedly during the tectogenesis along with the conspicuous subsidence of the 
specialized troughs of the Maizuru group. This status is in harmony with the 
assumption of the preceding submarine geanticlinal condition， accmpanying tension-
al cracks. This kind of the situation may have taken place sporadically within 
some other parts of the major geosyncline， as suggested， for example， by branch-
ing off of the elements of the Maizuru Belt. Serpentinites are often associated 
with elements of the Maizuru Belt. 
Since the close of the Triassic up to the beginning of the Neogenιthe 
Maizuru Belt su妊eredno longer from the marine invasion. Thus， the Late 
Permian-Triassic tectogenesis marked a remarkable turning point in the tectonic 
history of this bel t.
Hida selt:一一一 Thebasement of the Hida Belt is composed of gneisses and 
granites which are covered u1lconformably by the Late Jurassic Tretori group and 
younger rocks. 
From the distribution and the clastic components of the Devonian， Carboni-
ferous and Permian sediments of the Mino・TambaBelt surrounding the sida Belt， 
FUJIMOTO and others (1962 a， b) pointed out that the facies in the adjacence of 
the Hida Belt represents a marginal facies of the Palaeo~oic geosyncline. Recent-
ly， a K-A age of about 600 million years was reported (NOZAWA， SAITO & 
NAGASAWA， 1962) for granitic pebbles of the Kamihirose conglomerate (IS0MI & 
NOZAWA，1957; KANO， 1962 b) at the outer marginal zone of the Hida Belt. 
On the other hand， the Funatsu type plutonics in and around the Hida Belt 
a問 saidto be intrusive into some Upper p'alaeozoic rocks in the marginal zone. 
1t is a moot question whether the Late Palaeozoic land condition was preva-
lent i'n the major part of the Hida regionωor was restricted to the certain zone 
somewhere near the junction with the Mino Belt. Likewise， ithas been a matter 
of controversy whether the Hida metamorphic complex， as now exposed， repre-
sents partial1y the pre-Devonian (or Precambrian) basement or may represent 
wholly reactivated basement and recrystallized part of cover rocks as in the case 
of the Lepontine Alps (WENK， 1956， 1963) and several resembling examples. 1t 
(1) The Carboniferous in the 1toshiro area (KONISHI， 1954) was regarded by 180M! & NOZAWA 
(1960) as a member of the otlter marginal 2)one. 
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is not intended here to discuss about the matter， In any event， at least the 
Funatsu activity and the related metamorphis，m indicate the presence of the nota-
ble Palaeotectonic acti vi ty in this bel t. K -A ages of bioti tes of some Hida 
gneisses show the value of 170.，.210 million years， that is， Triassic and Earliest 
]urassic， but too much stress should not be laid on this result， since availabie 
data are stil1 not sufficient (KUNO et al， 1960 ; SAITO et al， 1961)， (See note in p. 107.) 
The Late Mesozoic history was recently summarized by KAWAI (1961) and 
MAEDA (19'61a， b)， 
MiRo-Tamba Belt:一一一Faciesdistribution of the Palaeozoic formations in this 
belt has been recently outlined by FUffIMorro， KANUMA & IGO (1962) for theお':lino
area and by SAKAGUCHI (1962)， ISOMI & KURODA (1958) etc. for the Tamba area. 
Some local development of early Middle Permian conglomerates (cf， KANMERA， 
1961， p. 208)， Sl1ch as the Osobudani conglomerate (IGo， 1956) with granitic material 
and Devo，nian limestones， among others， as psephitic component， suggests an 
earlier local phase， during the eugeosynclinal stage， of the Permian-Triassic tecto・
genesis. It is a remarkable fact that the Yabeina globosa faunule of the late 
Middle Permian age are well re}Dresented in the belt as in the Ryoke and the 
Chichibu Belt， while it is l1ardly or not known from the Chugoku Belt. It may 
be eventuaI1y related to the situation of the submarine ridge of the Maizuru 
Belt， mentioned above. In the chert-clastic facies of the southern part of 
this belt， tne total thickness of the Early-Middle Permian and later sequence 
exceeds even BOOGm in the Southern Tamba district， north of Osaka (SAKAGUCHI， 
1962). It is worthy of note that about 4500m of this thick sequence belongs to 
the portion above the Waagen(!ρhyllum indzcun包 faunule，which is correlated with 
the late Middle Permian Yabeina globosa faunule. It involves， therefore， the 
Upper Permian and eventually a part of the Triassic， although no certain palaeon-
tologic evidence is found at present.ωIn this thick seq uence， especial1y in its 
upper part. (Takatsuki formation)， sandstones are the chief component， associated 
with a smaUer amount of mudstones. It is a terminal sediment of the geosyn-
clinal development in this belt， suggesting an accelerated subsidence of the 
synclinal trough， accompanied by a corresponding upIift of the provenance， com-
pos，ed dominantly of the preceding Palaeozoic rocks. 'I'his situation appears to 
indicate an earlier stage of the folding process in this belt. 
In this belt， the undoubted Triassic is represented only by the locally distri-
buted Norian Myogatani formation， which is enclosed within the Permian and 
Carboniferous terrain as a tectonic slice with a width of no more than 120m 
(ICHIKAWA，6HAsm&HIRANO，1961).The intensity of shearing，which it su妊ered，
is apparently less than that of the surrounding Middle Permian and older forma-
tion， but the Norian strata is itself steeply inclined and is locally even overturned. 
The Schuρen-structure offers a strong contrast to the basin structure of the 
一一一一一一
(1) Some bivalves closely resembling Halobia (Anisian-Norian of the Triassic) were once 
procured from a limestone lense， within a schalstein member， only slightly above the hori-
zon of WaagenoρIzyllum z'ndicuJn faunule (SAKAGUCHI， 1957， 1962). It is rather improbable 
that a Triassic age 18 represented in so much inferior horizon. The palaeontologic problem， 
concerning the possible iterative develop.ment of the halobioid forms from the Posidonia-
like form8 (cf. ICHIKA¥VA， 1958b， p， 189)， wiU be discussed in another opportunity， 
， 
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Norian in the Chugoku Belt. The Lower Jurassic basin of the Mino-Tamba Belt 
is known only in the Kuruma district， which is located about 200km northeast of 
Myogatani. The Lower Jurassic basin is interpreted to overlie unconformably 
the Hashidate crystallinre schist group and the Permo・Carboniferous(KOBAYASHI et 
al， 1957) and forms， generally speaking， a gentle basin structure， although the 
structure is locally complicated in the non-metamorphic Palaeozoic terrain， owing 
to later faultings. The di妊erencein the structure between the Upper Triassic 
and the Lower J urassic in the Mino・TambaBelt may be partly ascribed to the 
di妊erentgeological situation of the two formations within the belt. However， a 
possibility that it is due essentially to the time factor should not also be ignored 
(ICHIKAWA etc.， 1961). U pon this interpretation， it is suggested that the post-
Norian late-kinematlc deformation was more COpiOlllS in the Mino-Tamba Belt 
than in the ChOgoku Belt. 
Outer Side 
Chichibu Belt:一一一 'fheChichibu Belt is divided into the northern， middle 
and southern subbelts in Shikoku. The boundaries of these subbelts are at 
present marked by remarkable thrust zones of southern Vergenz， called the Kama-
nokawa-Otaru-Sakashu thrust and the Uonashi-Kambaradani thrust， respectively. 
The Late Palaeozoic eugeosynclinal facies is recorded unti1 the late Middle 
Permian (subzone of Yabeina globosa) except for the southern part of the south-
ern subbelt， which is， in some respect， transitional to the Shimanto Major Belt. 
It is not the place here to mention in detai1 about the pre-Permian stratigraphic 
gap or disturbances. It may， however， be noted that the Upper Carboniferous， 
comprising the Mikawan (キKashimobskian)and the Kurikian (= Mjatchkovian)， 
is known in the northern subbelt and partly in the southern subbelt， but is un-
known from the middle subbelt. Moreover， an unconformity between the middle 
Upper Carboniferous Itadorigawa group (==Podol-Kashir) and the Middle Permian 
Nomura group is reported from the southern main part of the middle subbelt of 
western Shikoku (ISHII， 1956; NAKAGAWA et al， 1969). Likewise， an unconformable 
relationship is presumed between the Hikawan Daigo group and the Middle Permian 
Wakasugi group in the southern subbelt of eastern Shikoku (SUYARI， 1958). 
They indicate the presence of the pre-Middle Permian tectogenesis and the com-
plexity of the geosynclinal history within the Chichibu Belt. 
In the northern part of the soutnern subbelt， a thick Permian (chiefly Middle 
Permian) formation of coarse sandstone facies， associated with subordinate amount 
of cherts and alternations of sandstone and mudstone is developed in many dis-
tricts of Shikoku. Examples are the Takagawa group in western Shikoku (NA-
KAGAWA et al， 1959)， Wakasugi group (northern wing) in eastern Shikoku (SUYARI， 
1958， 1961) etc. (1) The coarse sandstone is sometimes pebbly and contains local1y 
smal1 lenses of conglomerate with pebbles of chert. The sandstones contain only 
a smal1 amount of matrix. As the amount of the labile fraction of the rock 
fragments is generally less than that of feldspars， they belong to the arkose in 
PETTIJOHN'S classification (1957)， although they are not typical in view of domi-
一一ーー ， ー
(1) SUYAFI (1958) pointed out that the so-called Nishiyama formation (KURATA， 1940) in 
central Shikoku resembles the Wakasugi group. 
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nance of quartz+ chert fraction. This sandy facies stands in contrast to the con-
temporaneous facies on the south atld the north. Although much stil remains 
to be done， before we obtain a detailed picture of the Permian geosyncline in the 
Chichibu Belt， itis suggested that a tectonic land or island series was present at 
that time between the middl，e and the southern subbelt. This part is supposed 
to be now hidden for the most partωunder the Uonashi-Kambaradani thrust. 
1n the Yatsushiro district of South Kyushu the Yoshio formation， located to the 
south of the Yonaku formation and to the north of the Konose formation， both 
containing the Middle Permian part， may correspond to the above-mentioned sandy 
facies in Shikoku (FUJII， KANMERA & MATSUMOTO， 1962). Based on detai!ed sedi-
ment-petrographic studies of sandstones， FUJII (1962) remarked that the main source 
rocks of the Yoshio formation is granitic (and gneissose) rocks with subordinate 
amount of crystal1ine schists and others. . Thus， the composion of the tectonic 
land appears to have been various among districts. 
Concerning the boundary region between the northern and the middle subbelt， 
mention must be made about the presence of the conglomerate-bearing late 
Early Permian-，early Middle Permian formation at the northern part of the 
middle subbelt (Onji-Ottate formation in Shikoku (1CHIKAWA et al.， 1953; NAKAGA-
WA et al.， 1959J， Kozaki formation in South Kyushu (KANMERA， 1961， 1963J). 1t 
contains pebbles and cobbles of granites， quartz-porphyry， hornblende-porphyrite 
and others. This formation is much thinner than the contemporaneous formation 
in the northern subbelt and in the main part of the middle subbelt (for example 
Nomura group in western Shikoku). 1t indicates the presence of a local zone 
of small $ubsidence within the geosyncline. The provenance of the exotic 
material may be sought in the tectonic land at the boundary zone between the 
northern and the middle subbelt. The elements of the old Kurosegawa tectonic 
zone (1CIDKAWA et al， 1956)， such as the pre-Silurian Terano metamorphic rocks， 
Mitaki granitic rocks and the Silurian，are now;exposed within lenticular tectonic 
sliees， inserted mainly along the Kamanokawa-Otaru-Sakashu thrust and the asso・
ciated parallel thrusts. As some members， referred to the Mitaki rocks， are 
intrusive into the Middle Permian， they cannot be the direct source of the Middle 
Permian conglomerate. 'Since， however， the heterogeneous and protoclastic-
cataclastic Mitaki rocks may be regarded as repeatedly reacti.，ated， originally 
pre-Silurian (or Precambrian) basement rocks (TOMITA， 1957，) some earlier ~em­
ber of the reactivation may have corresponded to the source rocks. 
The circumstances mentioned heretofore indicate a considerable degree of differ-
entiation of the Middle Permian geosyncline within the Chichibu Belt and repre-
sent， at the same time， some aspects of the earlier stage of the Permian-Triassic 
tectogenesis. 
The local uplift of the islet-like tectonic land and the marine subsidence of 
(1) 1n eastern Shi'koku the narrow tectonic zone of the Upper Carboniferous Daigo group 
was regarded by SUYARI (1908) as one of the provenances of the coarse material. ln this 
interpretation， a branch of the Wakasugi group on the north of it， namely the Suii group 
in SUYAKI (1954)， becomes a southernmost element of the middle subbelt. The JOnisha 
thrust does not then represent the main branch of the Uonashi-Kambaradani thrust. How-
ever， another interpretation is also possi ble~ 
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the adjacent troughs in and arQund the boundary zone betwreen the northern ancl 
the middlle subb@lt took place again and more dominantly In the Late Permian 
(zone of “Lψidolina" torzy，amai)， w hen the oong】om町 ateゐearing ch訂 acteristic
facies was developed on the south andjor the nortlh of the Ktarosegawa zone (Kuma 
group in South Kyushu; Doi-Yasuba・Haigyugroup in Shikoku). By this stage 
the innergeosynclinal basic volcanics and cherts are scar，cely known. The 
conglomerates are innerformationai， showing ahrupt lateral and vertical changes 
and are p'Oorly sorted， cornprising granule----boulder sizes and often muddy matrix. 
Locally the facies may be conlpared with the Wildflysch of the Western Alps， 
wh¥ere s，ubmarine slide took a role (KUEN!EN， 195仇 ]~JS9; Hsu， 1960). However， 
examples of dz'rect lateral supply of houlder-block，$， from the provenance appear to 
have been rather local， as wil1 be remarked be10w. 
The cotl'struction of the Kurosegawa tectonic swel1ing was closeIy related 
with the intrmsion or reactivation of the Mitaki rocks prior to the Late Permian'ω 
and went on furthermore in the Late Permian， as represented by tne uplift of 
the tectonic land. Tbe gabbroic and gral1itic material Q)f the Late Permian 
conglomerates was supplied from the land， probably mainly through process of 
transportation for some dilstances， judging from the general roundness of the 
igneous pebbles. H'ence， generaUy， no direct lateral supp~y within a short distance. 
Tbe materi合1of finer-graimed f，3:cies， sucn as black shale facie.s and alternation 
of sand-and mUflstones， often showi1lg ，cofltinU0Us、gratdedbeclding， on the other 
hand， may have been supplied mainly through the longitu，<dimal curFent from 
other sources. The sedimentary feature of the Upp'er Permian was described 
and discussed by KANMERA (1953)， FUJII (1962') and others. Broadly speaki凶ng，
i比tresemo-!，e】'邸st出ha抗t()ぱfthe U pper Pe釘rm工n1L拘加a幻nMa引iZm1u1lrru 1 1 g r 0 u p p rm0 e釘rin the Ma討iZm1ui r印u 1
Belt an吋dr代epresentsa syntωecton口1Eli比
T'、helower Middle Permian and old;er strata， adjotcent to the Kurosegawa zone， 
su妊ered，more or less， from a local dislocation metan1orphism， related to con-
struction of the Kur08egawa zone. Thus the Late Permian Wa:8 particularly 
marked by a tectonic unstability. 
The orig泊alcODtact betw，ee1!l th.e Middle Permian and tHe fo'SsHifero'us U'pper 
Permian strata is not obs，erved to-，day， due to faultcs. However， a mark，ed angular 
unco:nformi1Ey between the ]ower Middle Permian and the Upper Triassic (Carnian) 
was estab】ishedin the middle subbelt of the Ch.icbibu Belt both in Shikoku (2) 
(1) HAMADA (1959) regarded that tbe granite is intru(]ed into the Upper Triassic at certain 
area， eas.t of Sakawa， Central Shikoku. A recent detailed field Sl:rvey of the a1fea hy me 
and others， however， resulted in a negative view. 
(2) TOI<:OYAMA (19:61) wrote that the Sakashu unconforrnity， marked by the eonglomerate， 
s]i¥tOWS oli!ly st!bmarine eroSion， ea'1!lsed by the b0ttom s~idililg， ins総adof surfaee erosI!on. 
However， it must be emphasized that a genetic interpretation of a sed[n\(~ntary feature 
should be based on consideration of various circums~anoes. A photograph indicating the 
unö@nformab~è relatioJishiI> oetween th@ Middle PerrniaQ Hisone Group and the U pper 
Triassic Kochigatani group is given in Fig. 4 of this paper. This exposure， which was 
hidden previously， is now observable in t:he direct centinuation of the exposure illustrated 
in Ol1r 1953 paper (Fig. 2). The dip of the Permian strata below the uFlconformity is 
su bvertical and the cHno-unconf 0口nab~e :relatiomship is selfevident. Minetrigonia katayamai 
and other diagnostic fossils of the Sakawan (=Carnian) age are found in the cQarse sand-
stoae ab0ut 2 meters above the plane of unc0nlf0rmity. The thick Upper Permian (Haigyu 
group) with its cIlaJiaeteristic Hthology is developed in色heneighbourh00d (YAMASH[TA etc. 
in HlRAYAMA et a!， 1956)， but is not represented below the unconformity. The amount of 
eFosion is therefore too great to， be ascribed to a submarine erosion. 
，'1 r'fc; 
， 
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Fig. 4. Sakashu unconformity between the Upper Triassic Kochigatani group (conglomerate-
bearing sandstones) (upper half of the photograph) and the Permian Hisone group (dark 
coloured part) at Sakashu， Kizawa village， Tokushima Prefecture. The white lines 
within the Permian indicate the subvertical plane of stratification. Length of the meas-
ure ca 60 cm. 
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5a 5b 
Figs. 5a， b. Boundary between the Middle Permian limestone of the Iwato formation (left 
side of each :figure) and the Lower Triassic dolomitic limestone of the Kamura formation 
(right side) along the Saraito forest-road， Takachiho・cho，Miyazaki Prefecture. 5b 
shows a part of 5a. 
5b is erroneou仇. レム.l.:'!¥.-. u...:Hde down. 
‘ -
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(1CHIKAWA etc.， 1953) and South Kyushu (KANMERA， 1961; ORITA， 1962). 1n the 
southern part of the middle subbelt in eastern Shikoku the Carnian is underlain 
by the upper Ladinian without any significant stratigraphic hiatus. Therefore 
the unconformity is regarded to indicate the tectogenesis essentially prior to the 
late Ladinian. Although the Mesozoic formations in the Chichibu Belt are also 
strongly deform，ed and dislocated owing to the Late Mesozoic disturbance， itcan 
hardly be overlooked that the Middle Permian and older formations in the north-
ern and middle subbelts are much strong1y sheared and deformed than the Meso-
zoic. The Lower Triassi比cScythi均aIn1iおsknown only locally in the northern and 
the middle subbeltωs as tectonic Schujρ〉ρenwithin the U pper Palaeozoic region 
They ar代emostly rrepresent旬edby limestone facies and appear to be not very thick. 
They are no longer eugeosynclinal nor flysch facies. Thus， itappears that the 
main phase of the tectogenesis in the middle and the northern subbelts of the 
Chichibu Belt belongs to the Late Permian or thereabout rather than to色heEarly 
half of the Triassic. 
KAMBE (1963) mentioned that in the n'Orthern subbelt in eastern Kyushu， 
the Permo・Triassicboundary is conformable. 1n the succession along the 
Saraito forest-road at Takachiho-cho， Miyaze.ki Prefecture， where the Permian 
and the Lower Triassic limestones are in direct contact in a single exposure， 
however， the upper limit of the foss，i1iferous Permian limlestone is shown by the 
Neoschw'agerina margaritae zonu1e of Middle P'ermian age， while the Lower 
Triass'lic is represented by thre Mid-Scythian faunule containing ammlonites of 
Mee~oceratan or Flemingitan age. Any di均agnosti比JCfos鈴鈎Si仏
Permian or the Early Seythi均an九， has beeJi1 rec∞orded. The stratigraphic distanc@ 
between the two fossiliferous beds are no more than 30 m. The Lower Triassic 
limestone is often dolomitic. 1f the do】omiticlimestone is ，teferred t'O the 
Lower Ttiassic， the thickness of the Permian above the fossiliferous Middle 
Permian horizon is only 5 m or so， as stated by KAMBE. J 1!ldging from tl1e 
hitherto known thickness of th，e U piper Permian in the northern stUbbelt of the 
Chichi bu sel t， i t is)j}ot lilk.ely tmat this 5 m rep閃 sentsthe w<nole' of tb@ U pper 
Permian. The huundary lf>1ane fuetween the Permian and the L01wer ¥ Trias'sic 
lirnestone is markedly pFaner. 1t I!s doubtful that it W0tu[d r'(~pres.~~t the 
original stratigraphic boundary betwreen tfli'e two ~trata， even though the plawe， 
as exposed at presemt， does not apparently sl10w a markerl trace of disloeation. 
1n this conuection， its;houla be taken imto aCCoURt that the LO~Ter Triassic 
】imesω'flrenear the tbo'undalry iS， 'Strongly fraJctn¥lJred aS $bown in the accompanired 
pbotograph (F'ig. 5) (See also KAMBE， 19:68， pt 11，負g.].)ト.Fur引therrn
not warFant除@dtha抗!tthe to，edJding p[a.ne ⑪i th~ Lowe't 1'r討ihas鈴si化.ICis paraæ日leω~ wit:h 】 tme 
a IDovemen ta，ぬ0οoIn白ledp"l泊1
of thre Permian and the Triass比 i，nthe northern subhelt of the ChichiblY， Belt. 
The Scythian rocks are kmown locally from th@ middle as， wel1 as the northern 
sUbbelt， bllt the record of the Anisian， which wa$ recentrly diseovered in w'@stern 
Shikoku (NAKAZAWA， T叩96~) ， iぬsconfi釦necltωo t出hreS0ut凶hel凶1
I抗trmay sugges鈍.ttfie' retreat of t凶hres@a i凶Rt凶heAniぬs』拘anfrom tbe main palt of the 
northe'rm and the middl1e subbe]t. 
Af1Eer an early Leild泊ianint:erval， a series Qf n'ew trams，gt'ressions began wit~ 
tIbe ~ate LadI!nian (z(;)ne of P'rotra~hJ'ceras archelaus) and lasli@d untU lthe No，rIan. 
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The late Ladinian (Zohoin group) is known only from the southern part of the 
middle subbelt in central and eastern Shikoku. The overlapping Carnian (Lower 
Kochigatani subgroup) transgressed directly on the Middle Permian， as noted al-
ready， inthe northern part oi the middle subbelt. Some local record of the Carnian 
in the northern subbelt is confined to its southern marginal part within the limit 
of the distribution of elements of the Kurosegawa zone. The Norian (mainly late 
Norian) transgression (Upper Kochigatani subgroup) was more extensive and is 
recorded also from the northern subbelt both in South Kyushu and Shikoku. 
These strata are comparatively thin and are generally characterized by the bivalve 
facies. They take no more the eugeosynclinal facies. The volcanism became 
quite rare and was， then， represented by andesitic or dacitic one (cf. SUYARI， 1960). 
During the Rhaetian and the Early Jurassic the middle and the northern 
subbelt was probably above the sea level. This upheaval was at least local1y 
accompanied by the folding， as the angular unconformity between the Upper 
Triassic (Norian) and the Upper Jurassic was recently established in the middle 
subbelt of South Kyushu (KANMERA， 1961; ORITA， 1962). 1t may be regarded as， 
so to say， the after-e妊ectevent of the tectogenesis or may be a reflection of the 
close of the geosynclinal condition in the southern subbelt， mentioned below. 
Anyhow the transgression in the Later half of the Triassic and the generaI up-
heaval in the Rhaetian and the Early half of the Jurassic in the outer part of the 
Honshu Major Belt appears to represent in some respect a transitional stage 
between the Palaeotectonic era and the Late Mesozoic unstability. 
The southern subbelt of the Chichibu Belt was left untouched in the above 
discussion except for the Permian facies in i tsnorthern part， since the history 
of this subbelt is sonlewhat transitionaI to the Shimanto Belt. 1n the main， 
southern part of the southern subbelt in Shikoku the bed containing fossils of 
the Carnian aspect (the so-cal1ed Samposan Iimestone) was referred by SUYARI 
(1961) to the Otochi group which contains a considerable amount of cherts， lime-
stones and basic tu妊slike the Permian eugeosyncIinal strata. 1n Southern 
Kyushu， a series of the eugeosynclinal sediments in the southern part of the 
southern subbelt， called the Konose group， was recently found to contain Tri-
assic fossils in certain horizons which succeed conformably the Permian part 
yielding neoschwagerinids (KANMERA & FURUKAWA， 1962). No fossi1， indicating 
definitely the Early Jurassic age， has been found in the southern subbelt， while 
the Upper Jurassic is well developed in the northern part of the southern sub-
belt. Thus the eugeosynclinal stage ended a little later in the southern subbelt 
than in the main part of the Chichibu Belt. 
Anyhow the Palaeotectonic tectogenesis ended before the Late Jurassic in the 
Chichibu Belt. There is no doubt that the stage of the Late Jurassic transgres-
sion is tectogenetical1y defini tely separated from the stage of the Permian geo・
syncline in the Chichibu Belt. 
The Late Mesozoic sedimentation and the tectonic unstability was described 
and discussed by MATSUMOTO (1962)， MATSUMOTO CEditorJ (1954)， TAMURA (1961) 
and many others. 
Median Zone 
Sambagawa Belt:一一TheSambaga¥va Belt is a metamorphic terrain in the 
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Fig. 6a. Thicknes$ distribution of ]urassic strata: Early half of the ]urassic. 
Figs. 6a， b indicate a presence of the median zone of non-sedimentation. The thickness 
distribution is actually much more complicated than these maps indicate， because there are 
vaFious types of local sedimentary basins， which are， f臼urtぬhe釘rmo閃， more or less d，必ef“ormed
and dislocated. A restoration of the present site to a presumed original position is not 
made. Hence， they should not be regarded in the same way as the current isopachous 
map for a scarcely deformed basin. The thickness distribution in the Shimanto Major 
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Fig. 6b. Thickness distribution of Jurassic strata: Late half of the Jurassic 
into the Sambagawa metamorphism in broad sense. 
Concerning the succession within the Sambagawa Belt proper， itis now gen-
erally accepted that the Upper Palaeozoic is represented within it. The upper 
limit of the geosynclinal sequence on both sides of the Median zone of the Hon-
shu Major Belt， namely in the northern subbelt of the Chichibu Belt and the 
Chugoku and the Mino-1、ambaBelt does not range up into the Late Triassic. 
From the reasons mentioned below， itis improbable that the geosynclinal stage 
lasted until a much later date in the Median zone. 
On the outside of the Sambagawa region， the sea transgressions during the 
Later half of the Triassic (late Ladinian to Norian) went one stepwise from the 
southern off -shore region to the north， as noted already. Judging from the 
distribution of strata and the lithofacies， itis presulned that the transgression 
did not essentially reach far beyond the Kurosegawa zone at the southern border 
of the northern subbelt of the Chichibu Belt. Even some local ingression during the 
extensive Norian transgression did not affect the northern part of the northern 
• 
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subbelt. The sea basin in the Chichibu Belt at these times was no mQre geo・
synclinal. Since some common elements are found between the Late Triassic 
faunas of the inner basin and those of the outer sea， some local sea connectiQn 
must be assumed between them. However， itis hardly likely that the Samba-
gawa region， as a whole， was stil1 under the geosynclinal condition at that time. 
In the Rhaetian and the Early Jurassic the Chichibu Belt， at least the middle 
and the northern subbelt， was above the sea level. In the Inner side the Early 
Jurassic sea basins were quite localized (Fig. 6a). In this epoch it is more 
probable than in the Later half of the Triassic that the Sambagawa region was 
far from being a trough of a thick accumulation of rnarine sediments. 
In the Later half of the Jurassic (Fig. 6b)， namely since the Callovian or 
locally a little earlier， a new transgression began in the outer side. It did not 
a妊ectthe main part of the northern subbelt of the Chichibu Belt. It was al-
ready emphasized that this transgressive stage is definitely separated from the 
Palaeotectonic evolution in the Chichibu Belt. The fauna of the locally developed 
inner sea basin (Kuzuryu group of the Tetori supergroup) is quite di妊erentfrom 
that of the outer sea， suggesting a presence of a marked barrier between them 
(cf. HAYAMI， 1961; SATO， 1962). Thus a presence of a geosynclinal condition in 
the Sambagawa region in the Late Jurassic is likewise quite improbable. For-
merly， there was a view t:hat the Upper Jurassic is incorporated within the Sam-
bagawa metamorphic complex， but KOBAYASHI (1941b) pointed out the improba-
bility of the occurrence of Late Jurassic bathyal facies in the Sambagawa region. 
The above review of the palaeogeographic condition during the late Ladinian-
Late Jurassic shows that the Sambagawa region was far from being under geosyn-
cli.nal condition during these time interval. 
The similar situation may have been represented already in the Early half of 
the Triassic， judging from the data of the Chichibu Belt， which is more closely 
related with the Sambagawa Belt than the inner belts do. However， a possibility 
of an alternative interpretation is not excluded in this case. 
Now， mention must be made about the problem of the geological age of the 
Sambagawa metamorphism， which has been much debated. KOJIMA (1963)， who 
made years-long researches of the Sambagawa Belt together with his collaborators， 
remarked that fundamental structure of the Sambagawa crystal1ine schist ~one is 
the construction of the zone of a particular type of synclinorium， accompanied by 
the zones of ftexure and anticlinorium and that the tectonic movement essentially 
responsible for the formation of the crystalline schist was the downward movement 
which is manifested in the zone of synclinorium. This downward movement was 
regarded by him to have set in during the sedimentation of the original geosyn-
cline， probably at the phase of extrusion and intrusion of ophiolitic rocks. 
Several stages of deformation and mineralization are discriminated in the process 
of the metamorphism through petrofabric studies by KOJIMA and others (KOJIMA 
& Hlnム1958，etc.). The deformation and the mineralization took place in par-
allel. In this regard， the age of the metamorphism should not necessarily be 
confined to a short span of time. It is cJosely related with the downward 
movement， commencing with the geosynclinal subsidence and ending possibly in 
a downbuckling (cf. MIYASHIRO， 19ω)， which may be partially accelerated through 
volume reduction of the basal part of the crust at that time due to the gabbro→ 
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eclogite phase transition (cf.， for example， WYLLIE， 1963). The last phase of the 
metamorphism is related with the end of the downward movement in the geosyn-
clinal site. On the earth-surface it may be manifested as the last construction 
of strongly subsiding trough， in certain frontal area， closely succeeding the eugeo・
synclinal subsidence. Because a thick accumulation of the sediment in the 
Sambagawa as wel1 as in the northern and the middle subbelt of the Chichibu 
Belt can no more be expected from the Late Triassic to Late Jurassic， as dis-
cussed already， 1 am inclined to regard the last phase of the Sambagawa meta-
morphism as prior to the Late Triassic and after the Middle Permian. 
The result of the present consideration is apparently not consistent with the 
recently published K-A age of micas of the Sambagawa crystalline schist (MILLER 
et al， 1961; BANNO & MILLER， 1961)， which indicates values between 82 and 102 
milIion years， that is， the Cretaceous. Since the radiogenic argon diffuses con-
siderably above certain temperature， the K-A age in this case may indicate the 
time when the schist， formed under the great depth， was brought， through sub-
sequent uplifting and erosion at the surface， to certain depth， at which argon 
diffusion became no more significant. A relevant example of this circumstance 
was recently Q妊eredby MASON (1961， 1962; HURLEY et al， 1962) for the crystalline 
schists of the Southern Alps in the South 1sland of New Zealand. The crystal-
line schists there belong to the same type of metamorphism as the Sambagawa. 
The age of the metamorphism in that case is Early Cretaceous or older， according 
to geologic evidences. However， the K-A age of the micas shows 76 million 
years for a sample from the chlorite zone and in most other samples only several 
million years ! The Iatter samples came from the high-grade schist area near 
the Alpine Fault. MASON interpretes these Iow values as reftecting argon loss 
during deep burial prior to late Tertiary uplift along the Alpine Fault. Although 
the Alpine Fault takes essentially the nature of a strike-slip fault， amount of 
vertical dislocation during the Late Tertiary-Quaternary disturbance was also 
considerable (cf. SUGGATE， 1963). 1t must also be taken into account that the 
measured samples from the Sambagawa Belt were collected from the so-called 
spotted schist zone of higher metamorphic grade， which occupies the northern 
part of the bel t near the 1¥在ediantectonic line. 
As a possible case of the situation of the Sambagawa segment in the Jurassic 
and the Triassic (at least， Later half of the Triassic)， itis suggested that above 
the， at present， eroded and missing part of the Sambagawa segment there exist-
ed， furthermore， a tectonic unit which belongs to the southern extension of the 
Ryoke segment.ωIt is assumed to have been present at least on the northern 
part of the Sambagawa Belt. Phyllitic rocks in the psephitic component of 
(1) The expression， Ryoke segment， refers to the space which is occupied at present by Ryo・
ke granites， metamorphics and the scarcely metamorphosed portions at marginal parts in 
addition to the already eroded and now missing part. It is not necessariIy assumed that 
the Ryoke piutonism and metamorphism took place already at that time. The "southern 
extension" of the Ryoke segment may have involved also some older complex， which 
acted during certain times of the Palaeozoic geosynclinal development as elements of the 
islet-like tectonic land from which granitic and some other hypabyssal igneous material was 
supplied. for example. to the Oboke metamorphosed sandstones and conglomerates of the 
Sambagawa Belt (cf. KOJIMA & MITSUNO. 1950; KOJIMA~ 1958; KANO， 1962a). 
、
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the Neocomian of the Chichibu Belt (MATSUMOTO， 1947; YAMASHITA etc. in HIRA-
YAMA et al， 1956; ISHIZAKI， 1960 etc.) may be derived from the northern part of the 
Chichibu Belt or the southern part of the Sambagawa region. Through a 
subsequent uplifting of the Sambagawa region， especial1y in the “Middle" and Late 
Cretaceous， the abovementioned tectonic cover was eroded out for the most part. 
The granitic-rhyolitic material was brought to the Cretaceous basins of the 
Chichibu Belt in the Aptian or so， as suggested from the dominant corresponding 
components of the conglomerates， and， furthermore， to the Shimanto Belt， where 
schistose rocks of Ryoke aspect are found in the pebbles of some Late Cretaceous 
conglomerates (KATTO'， 1961b). The dominant Cretaceous uplifting of the Sam-
bagawa Belt， especially along the Median line， is in harmony with the above-
stated interpretation of the K-A age. 
In the hypothesis， presented here， itis assumed that the original shear-zone， 
separating the Sambagawa segment from the tectonic cover， was in a lower angle 
than the fault plane of the subseq uent Median tectonic line， in so far as its 
middle division (western Kii and Shikoku) is concerned.ωIn this assumption， 
a part of the Sambagawa segment must be hidden under the present Ryoke Belt， 
north of the Median line. According to KOJIMA (personal communication)， the 
main synclinal body of the original Sambagawa segment must be concealed under 
the Ryoke Belt. 
The dominant subsequent uplifting of the area on the south of the Median 
tectonic line can be traced westward until the Saganoseki peninsula in eastern 
Kyushu， where the uplifting appears to have taken place essentially before the 
sedimentation of the Late Cretaceous Onogawa group (mainly Turonian-Santonian). 
With a decrease in the amount of uplifting， the western extension of the Median 
tectonic line in the main part of Kyushu becomes obscure， while the Usuki-
Yatsushiro line reveals an analogous， but probably much smal1er-scaled subsequent 
dislocation at the southern site. In this interpretation， some part to the north 
of the Yatsushiro line and to the west of the ofdef Onogawa tectonic line，which 
is presumed to have been present before the sedimentation of the 。nogawa
group， may represent a part of the preserved “missing mass" above the Sambaga-
wa segment. 
Ryoke Belt:一一一 Thisbelt is at present mainly composed of Ryoke granites， 
associated with metamorphic rocks such as gneisses， schistose hornfelses etc.， 
which grade into the scarcely metamorphosed strata of chert-pelite-psammite 
association in the marginal part. Neoschwagerinids and Parafusulz'na (north of 
the Yanai district， Yamaguchi Prefecture in western Japan) (KOJIMA & OKAMURA， 
1951; OKAMURA， 1963)， Yabeina katoi (Nojiri in central Japan) (MORITA， 1952)， 
WaagenoJうhyllumindicum etc. (south of Shiojiri i1n central Japan) (KAMEI et al， 
1962)， indicating Middle Permian age， have been discovered in the northern margin-
al areas. On the north of the Ryoke Belt in western Japan， a considerable 
amount of erosion must have taken place prior to the Later half of the Triassic， 
so-that the phy litic part of the Motoyama crystalline schist zone was at least in 
part denuded to the surface by the Carnian， as indicated by the remarkable 
(1) In the eastern division the nature of the Median line， as exposed at present， is different 
f rom tha t of the middle di vision. 
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unconformity in the Asa basin， Yamaguchi Prefecture. The eroded clastic mate-
rial may have been transported to the south， probably into the Ryoke area. ln 
this regard， a possibility may not be excluded that the subsiding tendency lasted 
partly until the Earlier half of the Triassic in the Ryoke Belt， although there 
exists no positive evidence for it. 1n any case， the upper part of the original 
Ryoke sequence must have been eroded out and missing for the most part at 
present. 
Recently， a fossiliferous Norian (Late Triassic) formation was discovered 
within the northern marginal area of the Ryoke Belt in Yamaguchi Prefecture， 
western Japan (HASE， 1961). -lt is tectonically enclosed within the Permian 
Kuga group as a small Schuρe of 0.0 more than 10 m in thickness. The Norian 
siltstone is su丘eredfrom shearing， but the shearing is said to be not so strong 
as in the Permian slate (HASE， 1961). The occurrence of this Norian formation 
resembles that of the Norian in the Mino・TambaBelt (See p. 83 ) and the pre-
sence of (Late Permian-) Triassic tectogenesis， including the pre-Norian and the 
post-Norian deformations， is likewise suggested for the Ryoke Belt. 1n central 
Japan， where the Ryoke Belt is located to the south of the Mino・TambaBelt， the 
Ryoke metamorphism and plutonism are said to postdate the main tectogenesis 
assured in the Mino-Tamba Belt (HARA， 1962; KATADA et al， 1961). 
On the other hand， the Ryoke metamorphic rocks had been exposed on the 
surfaoe at the time when at least a part of the violent Cretaceous volcanism 
of ignimbritic nature took place in the inner side of Southwest Japan (KATADA et 
al， 1961; KAWADA et al， 1961; YOSHIDA， 1963). The Sennan group， which is one 
of the acidic pyroclastic members， is overlain clino-unconformably by the Late 
Cretaceous 1~umi group (Campanian-Maastrichtian) (1CHIKAWA & YOSlllDA， 1962). 
Therefore， presence of a considerable time-gap， in which the upheaval， denudation 
of the Ryoke rocks， dominant volcanism and then deformation took place， must 
be inferred between the Ryoke activity and the Campanian (1CHIKAWA， 1961a). 1n 
the western part of Middle Kyushu the Miyanohara granitic rocks and the Higo 
metamorphic rocks are covered by the Late Cretaceous Himenoura group (Conia-
cian and later)， which covers also the Goshonoura group disconformably. Accord-
ing to MATSUMOTO， the basal part of the latter group is older than the lower 
Cenomanian and is possibly upper Albian of the Lower Cretaceous. Although 
the original relationship between the granites and the Goshonoura group cannot 
be directly determined at present， MATSUMOTO (1962， p. 125) concluded that they 
were originally in unconformable relationship. 1f the Miyanohara rocks corre-
spond in age to the Ryoke rocks， as regarded by several authors， the age of the 
Ryoke plutonism and metamorphism must be pre-Albian at leasl in this western 
part. The isotopic ages of biotites and other minerals of the various Ryoke 
granites shows values ranging from 165 to 70 million years， ifyounger granites 
of Naegi-1nagawa type are not considered. Some of them， denoting the Late 
Cretaceous age， may not indicate the age of the emplacement in view of the 
above-mentioned stratigraphic consideration. 
1t is a notable tendency that the Ryoke Belt remained as an area of non-
sedimentation since the close of the Triassic through Jurassic until the Aptian 
or， in most parts， until a little later. Several authors， for example， KATADA et 
al (1961)， are of the vie¥v that the Ryoke plutonism and metalTIorphism of the 
、
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low-pressure type were closely related to an intense geanticlinal upheaval. A 
further limitation of the age of the Ryoke activity is not made bere. 
4. Some aspects of the tectonic status of the Mesozoic 
Honshu Major Belt in Southwest Japan 
1) Non-eugeosynclinal condition 
In the foregoing paragraphs mention was given about the geohistorical pro-
cess of each tectonic unit of the Honshu Major Belt in Southwest Japan during 
the Permian and Early Mesozoic. It is emphasized that the Permian-Triassic 
(mainly Late Permian-Early half of the Triassic， locally until the latest Triassic) 
tectogenesis influenced profoundly the alrnost whole of the Honshu Major Belt of 
Southwest Japan. Within the Permian geosyncline， lateral changes in lithofacies 
and the di妊erentiationinto provinces of subordinate order can be recognized to 
a considerable degree. Several facts， enumerated already， suggest that some 
pre-Permian tectogenesis gave rise to the heterogeneity of the Permian geosyncline. 
In many provinces， however， tけ凶hePermian eugeosyn】IcH泊nalcondition waおsbrought 
tωo an end in the late Middle Permian， followed by the Late Permian “terminal" 
sediment of conglomerate-bearing facies. In a few belts， such as the Ryoke and 
the Mino・TambaBelts， a possibility was not excluded that a thick marine accumu-
lation might have lasted partially until the Earlier half of the Triassic， although 
there is no positive fossil evidence for it. The series of tectogenetic process 
belonging to the Palaeotectonic era was long-ranging and complex. In Southwest 
Japan only the comparatively later stage of the process has been fairly wel1 
known. Reflecting the heterogeneity of the geosyncline and complexity of the 
history， the total aspect of the polyorogenic Honshu Major Belt is quite complex 
and it seems to be yet immature to try to give a simple synthetic picture of 
this Belt. Anyhow it was no more under a eugeosynclinal condition in the 
Mesotectonic stage. 
わ Relationto the Permiαn-Tγiαssic tectogenesis in Eastern Asiα 
The Permian-Triassic tectogenesis changed profoundly the palaeogeographic 
aspect of Eastern Asia (Figs. 7a，b). In this regard， the change from the Palaeo-
tectonic to the Mesotectonic condition in the Honshu Major Belt should be under-
stood as a rather partial phenomenon of the regional tectogenesis on a large 
scale. 
In the Mongolian-Tienshan geosyncline， for instance， the “middle Variscan 
phase" of Middle to Late Carboniferous age was succeeded by the “la te Variscan" 
Permo・Triassic phase， accompanying the granitic intrusion (HUANG， 1960). 
Likewise， the Carboniferous and Lower Permian are said to be separated by an 
angular unconformity and records of intrusive activity from the Upper Permian 
in the Khankay zone， which is located to the west of the Sikhote-Alin zone proper 
(IVANOV， 1960). Some granites are said to be intrusive into the Upper Permian， 
whi1e the Shmakovsk granites is covered by the Upper Permian (LOBI， 1958 in 
Geol. Structure of USSR). In the Southern Ussuri district， ithas been known 
that some granites and the Permian are overlain unconformably by the Lower-
Middle Triassic marine strata， which contain mol1uscan fauna closely allied to that 
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of the Maizuru Belt and Northeast ]apan. The Upper Triassic (Tg) in the Southern 
Primorsky district is stratigraphically separated from the Middle-Lower Triassic 
(cf. KORTH， 1959) and contains， besides marine beds， coaly beds more dominantly 
than the Permian， suggesting a late or post-orogenic stage. Thus， the Middle 
Triassic phase in this district represents a later phase of a series of the Permian-
Triassic tectogenesis， which is preceded by the still older lTIOVement. 
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Figs. 7 a， b. Palaeogeographic maps of Eastern Asia. 
7a) Early Permian; 7b) Early Jurasic. 
M: Mongolian geosyncline. 
7b 
In North Korea， the Triassic Shδrin disturbance (KOBAYASHI， 1930)， has been 
known. According to the Geology 01 Korea recently pubIished by the Academy 
of KOREA (1961)， itis now known to be accompanied by regional metamorphism， 
incorporating Palaeozoic strata， and also by granitic intrusion. The isotopic age 
of minerals of the igneous rocks is 180-210 mil1ion years (MASAITIS， 1960). The 
K-A age of biotites of“Precambrian" granites in regions， a妊ectedby younger 
tectogenesis， is between 230 and 120 million years (Acad. KOREA， 1961). This 
result is worthy of note in connection with the K-A age of biotite from the Hida 
metamorphic complex in Southwest ]apan. In South Korea the Shorin disturbance 
is said to be not so conspicuous as in North !{orea. Ho¥vever， a large amount 
of intrusives in South Korea has been recently referred to the Early Mesozoic 
(cf. I:l'IN， 1962). 
Although it is not attelnpted here to refer furthermore to the Triassic tecto・
genesis in South China and Southeastern Asia， the tectogenesis， accompanying the 
regional metamorphism and the extensive plutonism on the continental side of 
the J apanese islands indicates that the cause of the Permian-Triassic tectogenesis 
in Japan should be considered under a megatectonic viewpoint beyond a limited 
、
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scope of the Late Palaeozoic eugeosynclinal site. 
3) Remarks 0γz the main会hase01 the Mesozoic movemeγzt in 
the easteγ抗争aγt01 Noγth Chiγzα 
The Mesozoic movement in the Chinese continent has been generally known 
under the nam，e Yenshan movement. The concept， concerning the time extent 
of the movent， has been， however， quite various among Chinese geologists. This 
is thought to be due to the diverse and complex nature of the Mesozoic diastro-
phism in this polyorogenic and heterogeneous region. The intensity of the 
igneous activity， the thickness of Mesozoic sediments in basins， the pattern of 
the geologic structure and the age of the main phase are different among geological 
provinces， due to the difference in the condition of the basement (cf.， for example， 
HUANG， 1960; CHANG (Editor)， 1962; HSIEH， 1962 etc.). 
In the eastern part of the Sino・Korean paraplatform (in HUANG， 1960)， for 
instance， in Shantung， Liaotung and Korea， which is adjacent to Southwest Japan， 
the Cretaceous history， involving development of non-marine basins with some 
common fossi1 elements， disturbances and volcanic-plutonic activities， resembles， 
in broad sense， that of the inner side of Southwest Japan. 
The Heimat of the Yen-Shan movement， as originally proposed by WONG (1927， 
p. 471) is the Western Hill of Peking， belonging to the Yenshan-Faltengurtel 
(HUANG)， w hich is located in the middle of the northern Sino・Koreanparaplat-
form. Several tectogenetic phases have been distinguished during the ]urassic 
and the Cretaceous. According to HUANG (1960)， the important folding phase 
of the Yenshan movement is after the Late Triassic (andjor Rhaeto・Liassic)Men-
toukou coal-bearing series and before the “Middle" J urassic Tiaochishan series. 
It is preceded and especially succeeded by violent terrestrial volcanism (andesitic-
rhyoHtic)， ~which took place along fissure zones. NISHIDA (1958) is of the opinion 
that the post-Mentoukou folding phase may be placed even at the end of the 
Triassic. In this Yenshan-Faltengurtel the inner-Triassic diastrophism was not 
significant， but the main folding phase and the associated volcanism took place， 
in this continental part， in the time interval somewhere intermediate between 
the Permian-Triassic tectogenesis and the Late Mesozoic diastrophism in the 
coastal side. In NISHIDA'S schema， the important folding phase becomes even 
close to the Indosinian movement in the time relationship. This and several 
other situations (for instance， importance of Middle Jurassic phase in the south-
ern Sikhote-Alin region (IVANOV， 1960 etc.) suggest that the Mesozoic diastro-
phism in Eastern Asia was rather 】on，g-ranging，although. the time oi intensity 
varies from province to province， and that it may cfosely succeed the Permian-
Triassic tectogenesis. 
A remarkable and probably fundamental feature of the Mesozoic mobility in 
Eastern Asia is the volcanic and plutonic activity， which fol1owed the main 
tectogenetic stage. It ranges from the J urassic to the Cretaceous， local1y even to 
the Palaeogene. The vast amount of the magmatism took place in various 
areas of Eastern Asia with the latitudinal width of more than 1500 km and 
longitudinally even over 4000 km. The enormous energy， as postulated for the 
generation of the magmas， which may be related to the thermal history of the 
mantle below， as discussed， for instance， by T. MATSUMOTO (1963 and persona] 
，、
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communication)， must have played a fundamental role in the Mesotectonic mobili. 
ty of Eastern Asia， as a whole. In this regard， the Ryoke plutonism may be 
regarded as marking a frontal zone of the Mesozoic plutonism in Eastern Asia. 
4) Furtheγcoγzsideγαtz'oγzs 01 the Hoγzshu MajoγBelt 
The general trend of Early Mesozoic geological provinces or belts within the 
Honshu Major Belt is， broadly speaking， in harmony with that of the later stage 
of the Palaeotectonic era， although there were some di妊erentiationsor some diag-
onally arranged elements of sutordinate scale within provinces， especial1y in the 
Late Mesozoic and the Palaeogene. These are manifested in the mode of devel-
opment of localized basins， accompanying uplift of adjacent hinterland and of the 
rupture zones， along which some of the Cretaceous igneous activities took place. 
Any remarkably disharmonic major element， such as the Fossa Magna in the 
Neotectonic era， is not recognized in the Mesotectonic era. The main trend of 
the outer geosynclinal belts (Shimanto Belt and Outer Kitakami Belt) (pp. 73-75) 
is also in harmony with that of the Honshu Major Belt. In this respect， the 
Mesotectonic development of the Honshu Major Belt may be regarded as closely 
succeeding the Palaeotectonic development as in the case of the E. Asiatic conti-
nent mentioned above (3). Since a eugeosynclinal condition is no more represen-
ted， it is far from being a renewed repetition of the Palaeotectonic development. 
The Late Mesozoic disturbance was quite significant in the Honshu Major 
Belt， as represented by basin-forming movement， thrusting，.，block-faulting of the 
pre-Mesozoic basement， and especially the extensive volcanic and plutonic activity 
in the inner side and development of mainly marine longitudinal basins of mod-
erate subsidence， accompanied by the moderate to strong folding-thrusting in the 
outer side. Activities along and near the Median line were also significant. 
Through the Late Mesozoic disturbance the Palaeotectonic structure was redisturb-
ed. Characterized especially by the dominant igneous activity in the inner 
side， the Late Mesozoic tectonic unstability in the Hoshu Major Belt represents 
a particular type of the “subsequent" stage， succeeding the eugeosynclinal-tecto・
genetic process， within a polyorogenic belt in the transitional area between the 
continent and the ocean. An analogus situation， including outer geosynclinal 
development， isfound also in Sikhote-Alin (cf. IVANov， 1960) and probably in the 
coastal side of Sou th China (“Mesozoic or Yenshanian geosyncline" of the 
circumcontinental type) (cf. HSIEH， 1962)， where the marine Mesozoic is developed. 
Concerning the Shimanto geosynclinal belt， MATSUMOTO (1962， pp. 358-359) 
suggested an interesting viewpoint to the effect that the genesis of the Shimanto 
geosyncline does not simply mean a migration of the Palaeozoic geosyncline 
toward the south， but may represent a special condition， in time and space， 
within a long-range series of geotectonic history on a large dimension. In a 
broad scope， the Mesotectonic development of the Shimanto Major Belt may be 
genetical1y related to that of the Honshu Major Belt. The main stage of tec-
togenesis is younger in the former than in the latter. Considering the vast 
amount of Late Mesozoic magmatism in the inner side of the Honshu Belt and 
furthermore in the continental area of Eastern Asia， it is not 1ikely that the 
Mesotectonic mobility of the Honshu Major Belt would represent merely a hinter-
、
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land effect of the geosynclinal-tectogenetic development in the Shimanto Belt. 
The Sambagawa Belt is located! within the Honshu Major Belt. Some authors 
regarded the age of the Sambagawa metamorphism or its last phase as Creta-
ceous， but this would mean that the Sambagawa crystalline schists were formed at 
the space much separated from.ぬecenter of the Mesozoic geosyncline and that 
it occurred in the space where no accumulation of sediment took place in the 
just preceding time， namely in the J urassic. KOBAY Asm (1941a， p.244， 420)， although 
he referred the Sambagawa metamorphism to his Jurasso・Cretaceous Sakawa 
orogenic cycle， did not assign i tsage to the Cretaeeous orogenic“paroxysm" but 
to the earlier stage of the cycle. A possible status of the Sambagawa segment 
during the Middle Mesozoic was discussed previously. 
5. Summary 
1)一一一 ThePalaeozoic major geosyncline of the older Honshu arc was 
brought to an end through the Permian-Early Mesozoic tectogenesis. Records 
of the tectogenesis were critically reviewed for each tectonic belt. The region， 
which suffered from that tectogenesis， can be collectively regarded as a major 
geologic province in the Mesotectonic era， comprising most of the Mesozoic and 
the Palaeogene. It is called the Honshu MajQr Belt. The Chichibu Belt 
(main part) and the Sambagawa Belt should also be referred to this major belt. 
A possible case 0f the geotectonic situa1don of the Sambagawa Belt in the late 
Early and Middle Mesozoic time was suggested(See pp. 93'"-94). The Honshu 
Major Belt was essentially no more under a eugeosynclinal condition in the 
Mesotectonic era. 
2)一一一 Genetically，the Permian-Triassic tectogenesis of the Honshu Major 
Belt should be regarded as a rather partial phenomenon of the regional tecto・
genesis in Eastern Asia， beyond a limited scope of the Late Palaeozoic eugeo・
synclinal site. The contemporaneous regi0na】 rnetamorphismand granitic 
activity in some areas of Eastern Asia should be noted， besides deformation. 
3)一一 Thegeneral trend of Early Mesozoic provinces within the Honshu 
Major Belt is， broadly s，peaking， in harmony with that of the Permian geosyn-
clinal stage. The Mesotectonic development of the Honshu Major Belt is a 
further development of the Palaeotectonic evolution and is not a renewed 
repetition of the older “cycleぺ An analogous situation of the Mesozoic 
movements is found also in the continental areas of Eastern Asia. A series 
of Late Mesozoic tectonic unstability of the Honshu Major Belt， involving the 
remarkable igneous activity in the inner side， represents a particular type of 
the "subsequent" stage， succeeding the eugeosynclinal-tectogenetic process， 
within a polyorogenic belt in the transitional area between the continent and the 
ocean. 
4)一一 TheShimanto geosyncline of the outer side does not seem to re-
present a mere repetition， in the new site， of a“normal" tectogenetic cycle. lt 
is not likely that the Mesotectonic mobility of the Honshu Major Belt would 
represent merely a hinterland e妊ectof the geosynclinal-tectogenetic develop-
ment in the Shimanto Belt. The genes，is of the latter belt rnay be rather 
subordinate to the tectonic development of the Honshu Major Belt. 
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